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Abstract

To reduce the number of synthesis and layout iterations, we
present a new delay optimization technique, which inserts
bu�ers based on back-annotated detailed routing informa-
tion. During optimization, inserted bu�ers are assumed
to be placed on the appropriate location of original wires
so as to calculate accurate wire RC delay. With forward-
annotated location information of inserted bu�ers, the lay-
out system attempts to preserve patterns of original wires
using the ECO technique. Our experimental results show
that this technique combined with the conventional gate
sizing technique achieves up to 41.2% delay reduction after
the initial layout.

1 Introduction

In the case of delay optimization using logic synthesis, de-
lays of paths are calculated using the intrinsic delay of li-
brary blocks and the estimated wire delay based on the
number of fanouts. The estimated wire delay is usually in-
accurate in comparison with the post-layout delay because
it is deeply related to wire length based on the location of
the connected gates on the circuit.
In the past, the di�erence between the estimated wire

delay in the logic synthesis phase and the routed wire delay
was relatively small because the total intrinsic gate delay
was much larger than the total wire delay on each path. As
design rules have shrunk into deep submicron recently (e.g.
0.35 or 0.25 �m), precise consideration of wire delay has
become important.

1.1 Previous/Related works

Lin et al.([1]), Singh et al.([2]) and Yoshikawa et al.([3])
proposed algorithms to reduce the delay of the critical paths
of the pre-layout circuits.
Related earlier e�orts in the area of post-layout delay op-

timization concentrated on the accurate estimation of wire

delay, because of the increasing contribution of wire delay
to path delay. Pedram et al.([4],[5]) estimated wire length
based on the location of gates in the circuit using quick
global placement before detailed placement and routing.
Vaishnav et al.([6]) provided a fanout optimization tech-
nique considering routability. Some commercial logic syn-
thesis systems can insert bu�ers to optimize the delay after
back-annotating the wire capacitance and wire RC delay,
but they don't take into account the e�ect of the location
of the inserted bu�er.

Kannan et al.([7]) proposed a bu�er insertion and gate
sizing technique in the placement phase in order to reduce
the number of iterations between the logic synthesis phase
and the layout phase when the delay constraints are not
satis�ed.
These earlier e�orts only considered the capacitance of

wires and input pins of gates. For half micron design rules,
wire capacitance dominates the total wire delay. On the
other hand, in the case of deep submicron rules (e.g. 0.35
or 0.25 �m), wire RC delay must be considered in delay
optimization because wire resistance dominates much more
than the previously.
Aoki et al.([8]) provided a bu�er insertion method tak-

ing wire RC delay into account in the layout system. The
method creates a graph that consists of the terminals and
Steiner points as nodes, and inserts bu�ers on the edges
between the nodes. Since wire resistance and capacitance
are estimated by the Manhattan distance between nodes,
this approach is less accurate than detailed routing.
Lillis et al.([9]) proposed an optimal bu�er insertion al-

gorithm using Dynamic Programming which minimizes the
maximum delay considering wire capacitance and resis-
tance. But they ignore the wire resistance change upon
inserting bu�ers.

1.2 Our approach

We propose a post-layout optimization algorithm consider-
ing wire RC delay exactly.
Not only the wire capacitance but also the resistance for

each segment of the wire should be back-annotated to our
logic synthesis system in order to insert bu�ers for delay
optimization. We assume that the inserted bu�ers can be
placed at an appropriate location relative to the original
wires so as to estimate the wire resistance precisely. After
delay optimization, the location of the bu�ers is forward-
annotated to a layout system which attempts to place them
at the annotated locations and to preserve the patterns of
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the original wires using the ECO technique.
The basic terminology is introduced in Section 2. Sec-

tion 3 reviews the timing analysis model and equations,
especially the wire RC delay calculation equations. Sec-
tion 4 deals with our approach which consists of the back-
annotation, the post-layout optimization process and the
engineering change order in the layout system. The experi-
mental results are provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
provides the conclusion.

2 De�nitions

The de�nitions of the variables in this paper, are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Table 1: Terminology
ni gate pins and branching points of wire

1 � i � N : N is the total number

of gate pins and branching points of wire

Si;j wire segment between ni and nj
Ri;j resistance of the segment Si;j
Ci;j capacitance of the segment Si;j
CIj if nj is pin of the gate, then pin

capacitance of nj, else 0

3 Timing analysis

A path delay is calculated as the summation of the delay for
each gate. The delay for each gate is de�ned in equation (1).

tpd = tpd0 + tpdCL + tpdRC (1)

where tpd0 is the intrinsic gate delay which is de�ned in
a technology library, tpdCL is the load delay at the output
pins of the gate, tpdRC is wire RC delay. tpdCL is calculated
by equation (2).

tpdCL =  � Z �CL (2)

where CL is the load at the output pin which is the
summation of the capacitance of the wire and the input
pins of the fanout gates, Z is the impedance at the output
pin of the gate.  is the constant value which is calculated
from the supply voltage and the basic threshold voltage.
There is also another load delay calculation method which
calculates tpdCL from the load CL and the input slew delay.
tpdRC is calculated from the resistance and capacitance

for each segment of the wire. The wire RC delay was much
smaller than any other delays until the half micron technol-
ogy. Thus it was always ignored or speci�ed as a constant
value. In deep submicron technology, wire RC delay domi-
nates the delay of the path.
Therefore, it must be re-calculated or re-estimated pre-

cisely when the netlist is changed by the logic synthesis
system. Our system allows this re-estimation.

3.1 Elmore delay calculation

Calculation methods for wire RC delay, taking wire resis-
tances and branching points of the wires into account, have
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Figure 1: Elmore delay calculation example

already been proposed, e.g. Elmore delay calculation([10]).
In comparison with SPICE simulation, Elmore delay calcu-
lation has 30% error in the worst case, but is much faster.
Since the logic synthesis system must calculate the delay
many times during optimization, we have adopted the El-
more delay calculation method in this paper. We will con-
sider the model which has a source gate connected to sink
gates. Let V tj be the input threshold voltage, V dd be the
supply voltage. The wire RC delay between source ni and
sink nj is calculated by equation (3), which is called Elmore
delay calculation equation.

tpdRCi;j = �jTRi;j (3)

�j = log(
V dd

V dd� V tj
) (rise)

= log(
V dd

V tj
) (fall) (4)

TRi;j =
X

Sk;l2P (i;j)

Rk;l(
1

2
Ck;l +Cfk;l) (5)

Cfk;l =
X

So;p2TFO(k;l)

(Co;p +CIp) (6)

P (i; j) = set of segments between ni and nj

TFO(k; l) = transitive fanout segments of Sk;l

The capacitance and resistance for each segment of the
wire cannot be estimated exactly with only the target tech-
nology library, and is strongly dependent on the topology of
the wire. Therefore, the capacitance and resistance should
be back-annotated to the logic synthesis system. In the
case of the circuit in Figure 1, tpdRC at the terminal n5 is
derived from equations (7) through (9).

tpdRC(rise)1;5 = log(
V dd

V dd � V t5
)TR1;5 (7)

tpdRC(fall)1;5 = log(
V dd

V t5
)TR1;5 (8)

TR1;5 = R1;2(
C1;2

2
+ Cf1;2) +

R2;4(
C2;4

2
+ Cf2;4) +

R4;5(
C4;5

2
+ Cf4;5) (9)
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Figure 3: Bu�er insertion

4 Post-Layout optimization
considering wire RC delay

The design ow with post-layout optimization considering
wire RC delay (Figure 2) is the same as the current ASIC
design using back-annotation. In this section we'll present
the procedure for each step of the design ow.

4.1 Back-annotation

When the delay constraints speci�ed by designers are not
satis�ed after placement and routing, delay optimization
must be applied to the circuit using the logic synthesis sys-
tem. The capacitance and resistance for each wire segment
is extracted precisely from physical layout patterns. They
are then back-annotated to the logic synthesis system.

4.2 Post-Layout optimization

Bu�er insertion and gate sizing are applied in post-layout
optimization. The wire RC delay is taken into account in
both techniques.

4.2.1 Bu�er insertion

Two types of bu�er insertions cause delay reduction. They
are isolation(Figure 3(a)) and partition(Figure 3(b)) of the
worst critical path.
The entire algorithm is shown in Figure 4. Let n1 be an

output pin of the source gate, n3, n5 and n6 be input pins of

bu�er-insertion()

/* step 1 */

while (critical paths exist & no area constraints violations &

candidate wires on the critical paths exist) f

foreach(wire on the worst critical path) f

/* step 2 */

foreach(segment ni-nj (Si;j) of the wire) f

pre slack  worst slack of the current fanout wire;

post slack  -1;

/* step 3 */

BUF  the best bu�er inserted on Si;j
/* step 4 */

�  best location of the bu�er BUF ;

slack(BUF; �)  worst slack when BUF is inserted;

if (post slack < slack(BUF; �)) f

post location  �;

post slack  slack(BUF; �);

post buffer  BUF ;

g

if (pre slack < post slack) f

insert bu�er(post buffer) at post location;

timing analysis;

g

g

g

g

Figure 4: Bu�er insertion algorithm considering wire

RC delay

the sink gates and n2 and n4 be the branching points of the
wire in Figure 5. The optimization steps are summarized
as follows.

Step.1 selects a wire on the worst critical path.

A wire on the worst critical path is selected. A worst
critical path is de�ned as a path with the minimum slack
in the circuit. We continue the following steps until no
more critical paths exist, the area constraints are violated
or all candidate wires are checked. The delay of critical
paths is re-calculated after each bu�er insertion.

Step.2 selects a segment of the wire selected in step 1.

We continue the following steps until all segments are
checked. Say that a segment between n2 and n3 is se-
lected.

Step.3 selects the type of inserted bu�er.

A candidate bu�er type BUF is selected and the im-
provement of the delay is checked. The bu�er types which
cause fanout violation are removed from the candidates.

Step.4 searches the best location of the segment to insert
bu�ers.

Let AT (m;�) and RT (m;�) be the arrival and required
time at the point of nm respectively when a bu�er is
inserted at the location of � : 1�� on wire segment Si;j .

The resistance and capacitance of the wire are calculated
by equations (10) and (11).

R = R0 � L=W (10)
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Figure 6: Bu�er insertion example(after optimization)

C = C0 � L �W (11)

whereR0 and C0 are sheet resistance and capacitance per
unit area respectively, which are de�ned in the technology
library, L is the length of the segment andW is the width
of the segment. It is supposed that the resistance and
capacitance between ni and the inserted bu�er are �Ri;j

and �Ci;j , the resistance and capacitance between the
inserted bu�er and nj are (1 � �)Ri;j and (1 � �)Ci;j

respectively when the bu�er is inserted at the location
of � : 1 � � (0 � � � 1) of the segment Si;j . This
assumption holds when the segment doesn't have vias
and is laid out on one layer. But, when the segment has
vias and is laid out on some layers, R0, C0 and W are
di�erent on some layers, so this assumption isn't always
true. In that case, we should regard the wire between
vias as a segment.

When the bu�er is inserted at the location of �:1� � of
the segment Si;j , AT (m;�) is calculated as follows.

When the input pin nm is connected to the fanin wire of
the bu�er, AT (m;�) is the summation of AT (m; 0), load
delay calculated from the increasing capacitance �Ci;j

and the wire RC delay calculated from the increasing
capacitance �Ci;j of the segment Si;j .

When the input pin nm is connected to the fanout wire
of the bu�er, AT (m;�) is the summation of AT (m; 0),
increasing wire delay on the fanout wire of the gate g, de-
creasing wire delay on the fanout wire of the gate BUF .
The increasing wire delay is the summation of the load
delay calculated from the increasing capacitance �Ci;j

n

0 1

0 1

worst critical path

S

n
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g
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Figure 7: Arrival time calculation

and the wire RC delay calculated from the increasing ca-
pacitance �Ci;j and resistance �Ri;j of the segment Si;j .
The decreasing wire delay is the summation of the load
delay calculated from the decreasing capacitance �Ci;j
and the wire RC delay calculated from the decreasing ca-
pacitance �Ci;j and resistance �Ri;j of the segment Si;j .

From the above consideration and equations (1) through
(6), the arrival time AT (m;�) is calculated as follows :

� input pin nm connected to the fanin wire of segment
Si;j (Figure 7(a))

AT (m;�) = AT (m; 0) + tpdCL(�Ci;j ; g) +

tpdRC1
(�Ci;j ; g) (12)

� input pin nm connected to the fanout wire of seg-
ment Si;j (Figure 7(b))

AT (m;�) = AT (m;0)+ (13)

(tpdCL(�Ci;j ; g) + tpdRC2
(�Ci;j ; �Ri;j ; g))+

(�tpdCL(�Ci;j ; BUF )� tpdRC3
(�Ci;j ; �Ri;j ; BUF ))

where tpdCL(C; g) is the load delay of the gate g which
has the capacitance of the load C. tpdRC1

(C; g) is the in-
creasing wire RC delay, which is the function of increasing
capacitance C, at the input pin of the gates except for
BUF on the fanout wire of gate g. tpdRC2

(C;R; g) is the
increasing wire RC delay, which is the function of increas-
ing capacitance C and resistance R, at the input pin of
BUF on the fanout wire of gate g. tpdRC3

(C;R;BUF )
is the decreasing wire RC delay, which is the function
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of decreasing capacitance C and resistance R, at the in-
put pin of gate on the fanout wire of BUF . The slack
ST (m;�) for each pin nm, when the bu�er is inserted at
the location �, is calculated by the following equation.

ST (m;�) = RT (m; �)�AT (m;�) (14)

The worst slack after the bu�er insertion is calculated by
equation (15).

slack(�) = minnm8terminals(ST (m;�)) (15)

There are two methods to calculate the location of the
inserted bu�er from the above equations (12) through
(15).

Method 1: The worst slack is calculated from equa-
tion (15) when the bu�ers are inserted at constant
intervals on the target segment. The location �
where the worst slack is most improved is maxi-
mum is selected. For example, if the segment is
partitioned into four parts of the same length, the
locations �=0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0 are checked one by
one.

Method 2: The location � can be directly calculated in
order to improve the worst slack. There are two
cases when inserting bu�ers as shown in Figure 3.

One case is when the worst critical path is isolated
by the inserted bu�er(Figure 3 (a)). Note that the
equation (14) is a monotonous increasing function
of � which is derived from equations (1) through (6)
and (12). It means that the worst slack is improved
when � is equal to 0.

The other case is when the worst critical path is
partitioned in the middle of the wire by the inserted
bu�er(Figure 3 (b)). Note that the equation (14)
is a quadratic function of � which is derived from
equations (1) through (6) and (13). Then the par-
tial di�erential equation (16) of � is solved. Because
the coe�cient value of �2 on equation (13) is pos-
itive, the worst slack is most improved when the
equation (16) is equal to 0. Finally, the location �
is calculated by equation (16).

@ST (m;�)
@�

= �

@AT (m;�)
@�

! 0 (16)

If � is less than 0, then let � be 0 and if � is larger
than 1, then let � be 1.

If the worst slack after inserting the bu�er at the calcu-
lated location � is better than the previous one (i.e. the
worst slack is improved by the bu�er insertion), the bu�er
insertion is really executed and the circuit is changed.

Figure 6 (a) shows an example of how to calculate the
exact delay after the bu�er insertion. The resistance and
capacitance between n2 and the bu�er are 0:25R2;4 and
0:25C2;4 respectively, and the resistance and capacitance
between the bu�er and n4 are 0:75R2;4 and 0:75C2;4 re-
spectively from equations (10) and (11) when the bu�er
type BUF is inserted at the location of � = 0:25 on the
segment S2;4

Therefore the arrival time AT (3; 0:25) at location n3 is
calculated by equation (12). Similarly, AT (5; 0:25) at
location n5 and AT (6; 0:25) at location n6 are calculated
respectively by equation (13).

The computation time order of our bu�er insertion algo-
rithm isO(S), where S is the number of processed segments.

4.2.2 Gate sizing

Another delay optimization algorithm is gate sizing. It re-
places some gates on the critical paths with higher power
gates which are equivalent in functionality so as to improve
worst slack. Furthermore, it reduces area by replacing some
gates on the non-critical path with lower power gates which
usually have less area and are equivalent in functionality.
Typical gate sizing algorithm([7]) has been applied . Gate
sizing doesn't a�ect the wire RC delay.

4.3 Engineering change order for layout

After optimizing delay by logic synthesis, only the changed
parts of the circuit are placed and routed again using the
engineering change order (ECO) technique.
Note that each replaced gate must be placed at the clos-

est location of the previous one, and the routing pattern
for each new wire must be almost the same as the previous
one. Layout system also should refer to and preserve the
location of inserted bu�ers as much as possible.
Figure 6 (a) shows an example of the circuit after the

delay optimization of Figure 5 (b) in the logic synthesis
system. Figure 6 (b) shows the results of ECO which can
realize the same locations of the inserted bu�ers as the es-
timated ones in a logic synthesis system.
It is assumed that our approach places bu�ers on routed

wires and that after inserting bu�ers the topologies of
wires vary little. If the inserted bu�ers are not placed on
the wires, the topologies of the wires change signi�cantly.
When the topologies of the wires change, it is more di�-
cult to estimate the locations of branching points of wires,
and the delay after optimizing can not be estimated accu-
rately. The logic synthesis system can estimate the delay
accurately during optimizations only if the layout system
can re-route to preserve the same topologies of wires after
placing bu�ers on the routed wires.

5 Experimental results

The experiments should be done in the deep submicron
technology for validating our approach.
Three experimental data are created from the real 0.5 �m

rule gate array designs to meet intrinsic and wire RC delay
ratio of 0.35 �m rule. The size of three data are summarized
in Table 2. The �rst column shows the number of gates and
the second column shows the utilization ratio of gates in the
chip.
The maximum delay improvement, area, number of in-

serted bu�ers, CPU time are shown in Table 3. BO, ARGL,
ABIS show the maximum delay on the worst critical path
and area before post-layout optimization, after gate sizing,
after bu�er insertion respectively. The values in parenthe-
ses are the ratio of the maximum delay and area normalized
by those of BO.
At �rst, we back-annotate wire capacitance and wire RC

delay of the initial laid out circuit from the layout system
to the logic synthesis system. This initial circuit is laid
out as usual. The circuit is then optimized by gate siz-
ing. Next, we re-layout the optimized circuit. The re-laid
out circuit and wire RC data are back-annotated from the
layout system to the synthesis system again. The circuit
is then optimized by bu�er insertion considering wire RC
delay.
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Table 2: Experimental Data
data # of gates utilization

[%]

TEST1 4989 11.3

TEST2 19623 48.7

TEST3 36427 69.5

Table 3: Experimental Result
data TEST1 TEST2 TEST3

maximum BO 22.96 52.31 61.33

delay [ns] ARGL 22.96(1.000) 37.93(0.725) 54.55(0.889)

ABIS 21.07(0.918) 30.78(0.588) 50.89(0.823)

area BO 4989 19623 36427

[# of gates]ARGL 4989(1.000) 19697(1.004) 36501(1.002)

ABIS 5017(1.006) 19808(1.009) 36685(1.007)

# of inserted bu�ers 16 41 97

CPU time [sec.] 85 662 1843

inserted 
buffers

Figure 8: Optimized wire before(left)/after(right)

bu�er insertion

In this experiment, we use the location decision rule of
Method 1 which checks the slack of equally partitioned seg-
ments of the wire.
From Table 3, the average and maximum improvements

in maximum delay (ARGL) are 10.4% and 27.5% respec-
tively. The average and maximum improvements in maxi-
mum delay (ABIS) are 18.6% and 41.2% respectively.
To check the delay accuracy of ABIS, we manually placed

bu�ers and routed automatically for TEST1 data. The
maximum delay after ECO is 21.08 ns. The delay di�er-
ence before and after ECO is 0.01ns. Therefore, we see our
method estimates delay accurately at the synthesis phase.
We show the worst critical path on the layout before and
after bu�er insertion in Figure 8. These wire patterns are
almost the same.
The total CPU times for bu�er insertion are shown in

Table 3. Those include the time for timing analysis (about
60% - 90%).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a bu�er insertion technique con-
sidering wire RC delay. In our approach, the resistance and
capacitance of the segments of wires are back-annotated
from the layout system to the synthesis system and the
bu�ers are inserted at the proper location on the routed
wires. New wires are routed almost the same as the pre-
vious ones. Consequently the estimated maximum delay is
extremely accurate and the error rate between estimated
and real routed delay is very low. The combination of our
bu�er insertion and the conventional gate sizing algorithm
has resulted in the reduction of the maximum delay up to
41.2 %.
There are some possibilities to improve our approach e.g.

using two inverters instead of a bu�er or inserting a series
of bu�ers at the same time.
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